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 "Compound City" will focus on the implementation of an open source, 
social infrastructure, as a methodology in addressing the on-going urban 
crisis in Lagos. Dealing primarily with urban informality,  Lagos will serve 
as a theoretical testbed, providing a natural precedent in which to test these 
ideas. How can open source technologies - softwares & hardwares - subvert 
or embrace existing infrastructures/processes as a means of alleviating in-
adequate living conditions? Identifying the coincidental pressures in Lagos 
will help establish project parameters, driving the development of design 
criteria to be addressed by the new, open source, platform.
introduction
key terms
OPEN SOURCE  a digital phenomenon describing the 
processes in which software (and source code) 
is made freely available, and may be modified and 
redistributed under a common “license”.
INFORMAL SETTLEMENT is the spontaneous set-
tlement or occupation of abandoned or otherwise 
unoccupied areas of land or existing structures; 
these communities typically found at the periphery 
of major cities.
FORMAL INSTITUTION a structure or mechanism of 
social order which governs and guides the behavior, 
organization, and production of a given community 
and/or population; i.e. regulative forces often of a 
legal definition.
CUSTOMARY LAND OWNERSHIP  refers to the cus-
toms or typical land use practices associated with a 
particular culture or society; in this case, referring to 
traditional practices of land ownership in Nigeria.
STATUTORY PLANNING  refers to the formal regu-
lation and management of changes to land use and 
development; such regulation is overseen by various 
government bodies - typically local councils - who 
assess the general compliance of changes pro-
posed. 
TOP DOWN  referring to a hierarchical structure or 
process where the establishment of control, direc-
tion, and organization are subject to a singular, cen-
tral, authoritative power; progressing from the large, 
basic authoritative unit, to smaller and increasingly 
detailed subunits.
ORGANIZATION SPACE a framework of architecture 
focusing on the temporal, relational, and general-
ly dynamic conditions defining a complex spatial 
system; allowing such a framework to respond to 
complex crises that prototypical modes of urban 
development cannot.
SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE  typically refers gener-
ally to a class of internet services which allow the 
integration of social functionality for web sites and 
devices (mobile or otherwise). In service of the the-
sis, the concept of social integration remains intact, 
but now refers to the integration of social process-
es and organizations into a regulated open source 
framework.
INFORMAL ORGANIZATION  the interlocking social 
structure that governs the means by which people 
work together; the aggregate of social and economic 
relationships, both personal and professional, built 
upon common organizational affiliation. “Organiza-
tion” consists of dynamic personal relationships, 
social networks, and groups of common interest; 
as a result the informal organization is capable of 
evolving, shifting to serve the complex dynamics of 
its constituents.  
"...scholars often think about simi-
larity and difference when studying 
wealthier and poorer countries, such 
comparisons tend to remain within 
a narrow comparative geographic 
scope between contexts in the USA 
and Europe as the centre of discus-
sions." (Ikioda, 2013)
 fig. 1  Global Map: Africa highlighted.
How will architects  establish 
the tools,  infrastructures, 
and  institutions  for  new  glob-
al  ecologies?
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 fig. 2  Global Map: Africa, with Nigeria highlighted.
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"The major factor that has 
attracted population to the city has 
been the greatly enhanced socio-eco-
nomic and political status of the city 
within the Nigerian  Federation...
Important state ministries had their 
headquarters in Lagos and in turn both 
business and commercial enterprises 
tended to locate their headquarters in 
the city." (Abiodun, 1974)
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"The major factor that has 
attracted population to the city has 
been the greatly enhanced socio-eco-
nomic and political status of the city 
within the Nigerian  Federation...
Important state ministries had their 
headquarters in Lagos and in turn both 
business and commercial enterprises 
tended to locate their headquarters in 
the city." (Abiodun, 1974)
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There exists an  intense migration 
into lagos - the greatest number 
of these migrants belonging to the 
Yorubas of the Western State.
 fig. 8 
 fig. 9
 Satellite imagery of Lagos state, overlayed with regional boundaries and names.
 Satellite imagery of Nigeria, overlayed with migration information based on tribal 
affiliation and region.
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"The temporary housing provided in Surulere 
became permanent as it became impossible for 
many of the displace population to   reacquire and 
redevelop their plots in the central city..." 
(Abiodun, 1974)
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The layering of population 
displacement, low wages, and 
increasing migration, coincidentally 
generated  informal 
settlement and expansion.
 fig. 10
 fig. 11
                    7
 Left: showing government planned development schemes circa 1974. Arrows indicate 
pattern of resident displacement to mainland periphery, and intented re-settlement.
 Right: same government schemas (1974). Red indicates all currently documented areas 
of settlements; the intention to reveal the contrast between what was planned, and what 
actually developed.
Abiodun, Josephine Olu. “Urban Growth and Problems in Metropolitan Lagos” Urban Study 11 (1974): 341-
347. Print. Online. Accessed 11.4.2013. doi: 10.1080/00420987420080601.
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"Nigerian cities are becoming more and 
more characterized by urban sprawl 
to the extent that distances  between 
places of residence and other life-sup-
porting activities such as work, school 
and shopping  centres are increasingly 
out  of  walking distance. This thereforE 
entails  motorization" 
(Akinbamiand Fadare, 1997)
"As the urban areas sprawl at their peripheries and the core areas break down 
with the burden from increasing demand for social services by the population, 
they consequently become homes of the poor, and the sites and sources of envi-
ronmental pollution." (Braimoh and Onishi)
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"As the urban areas sprawl at their peripheries and the core areas break down 
with the burden from increasing demand for social services by the population, 
they consequently become homes of the poor, and the sites and sources of envi-
ronmental pollution." (Braimoh and Onishi)
.851.753.5714
A large percent - around 40% - live 
between 10 - 12  miles distance from 
the city center, forcing many to  own  
vehicles or commute by bus.
 fig. 14 
 fig. 15
 Left: Map of Lagos vehicle transportation infrastructure, including distances between the 
port, Alaba Int. Market, and the airport.
 Right: Map of Lagos vehicle transportation infrastructure in contrast to documented 
areas of settlement; measured is distance in miles from city center.
                    10Akinbami, J.F.K. and Fadare, S.O.. “Strategies for sustainable urban and transport development in Nigeria” 
Transport Policy 4.4 (1997): 237-245. Print. Accessed 11.4.2013. PII: S0967-070X(97)00022-X.
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"Lagos...have become victims of traf-
fic  congestions...traffic volumes up 
to 100,000 vehicles/day are still re-
corded for some main routes...traffic 
congestion has associated with it some 
socio-economic consequences such as 
loss of manhours, and health problems 
which cannot be easily quantified...
“There is a considerable emission of 
pollutants such as carbon dioxide (CO2) 
carbon monoxide (CO), sulphur diox-
ide (SO2) and the nitrogen oxide family 
(NOx) from vehicles in major urban cen-
tres...60% of total gasoline and diesel 
consumption in Nigeria takes place in 
Lagos..." (Akinbami and Fadare, 1997)
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"With the drastic fall of oil prices in 1986, 
the macroeconomic reform program 
popularly known as the structural ad-
justment program (SAP) was introduced...
public housing that was produced was 
only available to workers after consid-
erable subsidies from the government. 
SAP led to a sharp increase in the cost of 
building materials. Similarly, the cost 
of property maintenance skyrocketed, 
whilst landlords also increased 
house rents."(Braimoh and Onishi)
The result of high vehicle densi-
ty, and severe congestion; the 
socio-economic impact  of which 
cannot be  easily quatified.
 fig. 16
                    11
 Satellite imagery of Lagos state: diagrammed is the flow of traffic into the city, indicating 
a “bottleneck” effect resulting in congestion.
Akinbami, J.F.K. and Fadare, S.O.. “Strategies for sustainable urban and transport development in Nigeria” 
Transport Policy 4.4 (1997): 237-245. Print. Accessed 11.4.2013. PII: S0967-070X(97)00022-X.
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simply put: overpopulation  due to  mi-
gration, land use policy, motorization, 
and limited resources have pushed La-
gos' infrastructures to their limits.
"Inadequate housing leading to the emergence of slums, spatial 
inequity in access to land and infrastructure, haphazard land de-
velopment, infrastructure decay, incessant flooding, widespread 
poverty and unemployment are some of the symptoms of unsus-
tainable expansion of the city requiring the intervention of land 
use planners and managers." (Braimoh and Onishi)
 fig. 18
 fig. 19-20
 Above: Flowchart mapping the various coincidental forces generating conditions of 
congestion, and thus strain.
 Right: Images acting in sequence (from top to bottom right): vehicular and pedestrian 
congestion on main roads, poorly constructed and maintained off roads, flooding as a 
result of improper drainage and waste pile up.
"Findings during the study showed that flooding problems in Lagos are 
anthropogenic...This might be counterintuitive, given the general percep-
tion that climate change is bound to have resulted in increasing rainfall..."
(Adeyole and Rustum)
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various conditions plaguing Lagos are 
interconnected, acting out a continu-
ous cycle. Which conditions can archi-
tecture Explicitly address in order to 
remedy the deterioration of Lagos?
 fig. 21  “Existing” flowchart: impact of social, economic, and political forces acting upon each 
other; generating new and continuous conditions.
"...stated by Ibrahim Babangida: 'We have 
no faith  in the strategy of concentrat-
ing most investments in urban areas with 
the hope that benefits would later trickle 
down to rural areas, because they rarely 
do. In fact, in the Nigerian case, resources 
tend to filter upwards leaving the rural 
areas even poorer.'(Ogunjumo and Salami, 
1990)"(Akinbami and Fadare, 1997)
"Hence a bottom-up development 
strategy which involves the rural 
dwellers and peasants in the development 
planning and implementation should be 
adopted." (Akinbami and Fadare, 1997)
What methodology would a "bottom-up 
development strategy"  employ? how 
could an infrastructure make use of 
"dwellers and peasants" in the devel-
opment of Lagos? 
 fig. 22  Still from Welcome To Lagos: A scavenger known as “Slender” takes a morning shower 
prior to beginning his work in the dump; the dump is where he both lives and earns his 
"Marketplaces in Lagos may although 
appear disorganised and seemingly 
chaotic, but they still potentially reveal 
important interconnections that can 
inform and illuminate theories on retailing 
and consumption in new and exciting ways." 
(Ikioda, 2013)
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understanding Lagos'  organizations 
- in  part - as a complex series of 
social infrastructures.
 fig. 24
 fig. 23  Left: Diagram illustrating the occurance of informal markets and economies as a direct 
result of congestion, or proximity.
 Above: Diagrams illustrating the dynamics of centralized, and decentralized systems of 
organization.
"can you do it on your own?"
"we can, but we also need the government. 
there are a lot of things we cannot do it on 
our own. we cannot build the roads on our 
own. We cannot generate electricity on our 
own. The telephone system and new 
networks are monopolized by 
government." welcome to Lagos
What is needed is a regulative 
foundation that provides com-
munities with a stable  platform 
for growth.
 fig. 36  Still from Lagos Wide and Close: A woman waits patiently for her call to go through 
- telecommunication services are inconsistant, and reserved mostly for government 
use.
"Developing and installing modern and 
cheap telecommunication  systems offers 
great potential as an alternative to 
physical movement." 
(Akinbami and Fadare, 1997)
are there existing  platforms or 
technologies capable of operat-
ing as "bottom up" social 
forums?
"WikiHouse is an open source con-
struction set. The aim is to allow 
anyone to design, download, and print 
CNC-milled houses and components, 
which can be assembled with minimal 
formal skill or training."
1
3
5
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8
WikiHouse is capable of providing  the de-
sign, distribution, and assured quality of 
low cost homes. This is achieved by taking 
advantage of freely available softwares 
and technologies.
 fig. 37
 fig. 38
  Left: Image illustrating parts layout for any given WikiHouse model - these sheets 
typically come in .svg format, and are ready for immediate mill use.
 Above: Diagram illustrating the 8 steps to building a WikiHouse.
Accessed 9.14.2013: http://www.wikihouse.cc/.
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What is open source? It is 
neither a Digital, social, or 
physical concept- but a 
conflation of all three.
 fig. 39
 fig. 40
 Top left: General design guidelines/criteria for designing a proper WikiHouse; for 
clarity they can be organized into three groups.
 Flowchart: illustrates how WikiHouse operates both as a open source community, as 
well as a practice of design build, feeding back into an iterative design process shared 
accross the Creative Commons.
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    Lateral expansion  only increases sprawl, exacerbating  infrastructural pressures
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While wikihouse provides a flexi-
ble "all-in-one" solution,  it does 
not address verticality.
 fig. 44
 fig. 45
 Left: Diagram and map illustrate how WikiHouse - due to current lack of vertical 
construction- would only exacerbate the already growing urban informality.
 Above: Diagram illustrating what WikiHouse does currently, and what is doesn’t; 
mainly, the inability to build vertically.
Makoko  floating  school
NLE  |  Lagos, Nigeria
“Makoko Floating School is a prototype 
floating structure, built for the historic water 
community of Makoko, located on the la-
goon heart of Nigeria’s largest city, Lagos. 
As a pilot project, it has taken an innovative 
approach to address the community’s social 
and physical needs in view of the impact 
of climate change and a rapidly urbanizing 
African context. Its main aim is to generate 
a sustainable, ecological, alternative building 
system and urban water culture for the teem-
ing population of Africa’s coastal regions.”
-http://www.nleworks.com/case/makoko-floating-school/
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 fig. 46
 fig. 47
 Left: Diagrams illustrate the project’s response to local constraints and technologies, 
harnessing both to provide a low cost and realistic solution for the community.
 Above: Similar to previous “feedback” diagram, this shows how the floating school 
project utilized local materials and technologies to produce the school locally. 
Missing is the open source capability to “learn” from build experience and build upon 
its platform.
 What is fantastic about the floating school, 
is that it provides a blueprint for what works in 
Makoko; a project that addresses a multitude of 
constraints in a coherent solution. It suggests the  
possibility in how alternate building systems might 
also address the vast sprawl that now character-
izes Lagos; maintaining quick construction, low 
cost, and with minimal effect on the environment. 
 The slight drawback is the concentrated ef-
fort needed on the part of NLE to produce just one 
of these structures. What would happen if these 
blueprints were freely accessable by the commu-
nity? How might that alter the community’s ability, 
and need, to provide for itself?
"Structural solutions are 
therefore unsustainable in 
the long term because they can 
damage the environment, they 
are costly and, most impor-
tantly, they are time consum-
ing." (Adeyole and Rustum)
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While the floating school 
makes use of vertical con-
struction, it still lacks the 
flexibility of Wikihouse.
 fig. 48-53
 fig. 54
 Image sequence: erection of floating school over the course of just a couple of days. 
Documentation by NLE, found here:  http://www.nleworks.com/case/makoko-float-
ing-school/.
 Diagram: what the floating school in Makoko DOES do is utilize verticle build for 
efficient use and organization of space. Such a build would be ideal in areas suffering 
from extreme density and congestion; what the project lacks however is the flexibility 
that WikiHouse could provide.
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floating school project  while ad-
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hypothetical flow chart high-
lighting where and how an open 
source platform could  influence 
the existing dyanmics of Lagos.
 fig. 55  A hypothetical flowchart illustrating what “People as Infrastructure” would need to 
address in order to properly integrate with the complex ecology of Lagos.
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